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TOTAL-VALUE CONCEPTS
IN THE PROJECT DEFINITION PHASE

S. ROBINSON, Administrator Value Engineering
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today's defense and space business, a Project Definition
Phase ( P D P ) contract is an intensive advance study of all
of the concepts of "value" which will affect a major government project-from
the basic system concepts, through the
specification, development, design, production, and operational use of hardware. The P D P considers not only actual
dollar costs, but also "total value" in terms of what the system is to do, and the most effective technical and managerial
means to achieve this.
In practice. P D P contracts are funded and parallel development efforts assigned to two or more contractors. Each contractor then :
N

1 ) Sets up preliminary engineering and management plans.

2 ) Establishes firm and realistic system specifications.
3 ) Defines interfaces and breakdowns of project responsibilities.
4 j Identifies high-risk areas.

5 ) Establishes the "best" technical approaches.
6 ) Develops realistic schedules and cost estimates, leading
to fixed price or incentive contracts.
By so doing, the P D P assures that the military requirements
are valid and adequately defined. the proposed system is
technically and tactically feasible, and state-of-the-art technology is applied wherever possible. Furthermore, major
alternatives and trade-offs between them have been considered
and the planned system can then be developed based on an
appropriately realistic balance of performance, cost, and
schedule. Finally, both the customer and the potential contractors are equipped with realistic management plans, systems, schedules, and costs prior to actual selection of a contractor and embarking on the project.
SYSTEM TRADE-OFFS

One of the most significant aspects of P D P is the'concept of
system trade-offs among cost, performance, and schedule. In
the past, military projects were often oriented toward maximizing performance-with
only secondary regard to cost.
While today's defense procurement is very economy-oriented.
it can be disastrous from the standpoint of system performance
to swing too far in the other direction-to
minimize cost irrespective of the technological consequences.
A more realistic and practical approach is to maximize
capability for a specified cost, or to minimize cost for a specified capability. That is, choose a design which provides the
most benefits for a fixed budget of X dollars. Or, start with
the requirement that these same benefits be obtained at minimum cost. probably resulting in the same design at the same
vast of X dollars.
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The ratio of function to cost may also be used for comparing
alternatives developed in trade-off studies, providing the ratios
hold true at different magnitudes of function or cost. This is
not always the case, however, but ratios do become progressively more realistic as constraints are placed on either the
function or cost, preferably to the point where one or the other
is fixed. This returns us to the more desirable approach of
maximizing capability for a given cost or minimizing cost for
a given capability.
T O T A L V A L U E CONCEPTS

Today, RCA's total-value concepts for defense systems relate
function to cost all the way from concept through use. Cost
is a major design parameter, and the cost of both producing
and using what is being designed has to be rigorously examined. Similarly, the P D P puts special emphasis on achieving
balanced characteristics in the early design stages which will
prevent unnecessary costs in the future. Designs are, therefore, evaluated with respect to the total cost of an equipment
for its service life.
Total cost is the sum of 1) research. development, test, and
evaluation (RDT&E) cost; 2 ) production, 3) installation,
and 4 ) operational cost, the latter including support equipment, maintenance manpower and facilities, overhaul, and
supply
The term service life can be somewhat nebulous. The important factor is how well the equipment functions while in
service. I t is sometimes specified by the number of operating
hours with "normal" maintenance. which can be valid for
wear-out failure modes. But. this does not account for the
unavailability of the equipment due to outages and the resources required to keep it going.
more precise measurement is operational readiness for a given number of years as
defined by the four factors in the following example:

1) Mean time between failures = (Total operating hours)
i ( N u m b e r of system jnilures in same interval) =
100 hours. From this, the probability P , of successfully
completing a 24-hour mission is: P, = exp ( - A t ) =
exp (- ( l / M T B F ) X 2.1.1 = exp 1- (1/100 X 241 =
78%

2 ) Preventive maintenance d o ~ n t i m eper 1,000 hours =
10 hours.

3 ) Corrective maintenance dozcntime per 1.000 hours =
20 hours.

4 ) M a x i m u m allowable single downtime for corrective
maintenance = 2 hours. This is the longest tolerable
downtime for corrective maintenance without compromise of the mission. This can be used to guide preventive maintenance which could be scheduled when

repair or replacement of a part requires more than two
hours.
System availability is the probability that the system will be
operative at any given time. The above system is operable only
970 hours of each 1,000 hour period and its availability is
970/1,000 = 97%.
CONFIGURATION, COST, A N D CONCENTRATION

Configuration and cost are the significant milestones established early in the PDP; they delineate the hardware items,
quantities, and arrangements considered technically feasible,
and their estimated costs. This information provides the basis
for concentration of value improvement effort on value-sensitive items-those with high potential for value improvement.
The cost spectrum used by RCA embodies total value concepts and establishes target cost goals. Fig. 1 shows a cost
analysis form arranged so that the cognizant desigr activities
are ~rovidedwith RDT&E, production, and operational cost
goals pertinent to each "black box" they are to design. When
alternates or changes are considered, they must therefore be
evaluated over the same cost spectrum. Continuity of the total
value concept is maintained in the value comparison form
(Fig. Z), which relates function to RDT&E, production, and
operational costs.
Knowledge of the total cost pattern is essential for realistic
value judgments. For example, one RCA study showed that
the direct cost of maintaining a typical military communication system designed to MIL-E-4158 is $40.000 per 1,000 parts
per year. The prevention of unnecessary operational costs at
the design stage presents significant value potential, perhaps
even at the expense of higher development and/or production
costs. Fig. 3 illustrates an assumed system of 500,000 parts

whose acquisition cost is $100 million. Using $40,000 per
1,000 parts per year, the yearly operational cost is $20 million
(line A'). If the rate is reduced to $35,000, the yearly operational cost is $17.5 million (line B'). The origin of line B' is
placed at A
B to show that as much as $5 million additional
(5% of the original acquisition cost) could be b u a e t e d to
achieve this goal and still break even in two years. (In four
years there would be a net saving of $5 million.)
Frequently, value improvement may both lower cost and
improve reliability by reducing complexity. Similarly, value
improvement may reduce direct operating costs and lower the
number of system parts as well. This would tend to increase
the savings shown in Fig. 3, since fewer parts would decrease
the slope of line B.
In general, a relatively few system elements account for a
high percentage of system cost. Generally, proportionate value
improvement effort should be devoted to these items. A ranking of item costs, according to their percentage of the total
cost, will provide a quick initial guide for the concentration
of value improvement effort. However, this ranking may not
necessarily correspond with the items having the highest value
sensitivity-that is, potential return for effort expended. Some
additional criteria to consider are as follows:

+

1)

High Quality Repetitive Items-These are frequently of
low or medium cost. The quantity factor exerts high
"leverage" in terms of overall savings for efforts expended. For example, a recent change by RCA in one
resistor for a missile program has resulted in savings of
over $7.7 million.

2 ) Standard us. Special Items-Standard

and special designs should be evaluated to determine if total value will
benefit from an exchange of roles. Standard parts tend

During the PDP, value studies are conducted by all program
activities on system and hardware design, procurement, manufacturing, personnel, data, and management operations. In
performance studies, for example, key performance parameters are varied, holding the rest of the system in conformance
with specification requirements. In each case, the elements
concerned with the function being varied are studied for
design and cost ramifications, and new approaches are considered to minimize cost. In addition, other studies are made
in which the proposed system is compared with other existing
military systems. This is done by examining measures of
functional effectiveness vs. cost for each system with respect
to the required capability.
MEASURES OF SYSTEM VALUE

There has been much discussion regarding the need for establishing measures of system value. Such parameters might be
used in the P D P and subsequent phases to define the relative
importance of performance, cost, and delivery. For example,
reliability groups have a parameter they call system availability :

System Availability

to seem less value-sensitive because they have the protection of status. A nonstandard part must demonstrate
at least equivalent function and reliability, and savings
which will more than compensate for changes in the
logistic system. Putting it another way, a nonstandard
part has to reach "escape velocity" to get into the "orbital swim." On the other hand, the problem can be oversimplified and misstated as: "The maximum use of
authorized parts, materials, and processes." This approach is essential only up to the point where "standard"
items continue to provide superior total value.

Technical Uncertainties-The scientist and engineer inherently generate value by making it possible to perform a function that did not exist before. During the
PDP, value engineering techniques assist the inventive
process and guide it to the least complex and least costly
innovative solutions. In this regard, high-cost areas of
technical uncertainty are carefully investiga&d, particularly where the possible alternatives differ widely in
cost.
State of the Art-A "design from scratch" is potentially
more time-consuming, more costly, and less sure of reliability than an established approach. Its value improvement potential is, therefore, higher than that of a
mature design. Conversely, areas in which technology
is conventional and equipment design is relatively mature (such as power supply, storage, and conversion)
may offer less potential. This is not necessarily because
the mature design represents the best approach, but because the new design must justify the extra e f f o r t m u c h
as described above in considering standard vs. non standard parts.

= MTTRMTBF
+ MTBF

Where: MTBF = mean time between failures, and MTTR =
Mean time to repair. The total system availability is the net
result of the individual contributions of its subsidiary parts
and their network relationship in the reliability model. In any
one system, many different combinations of reliability characteristics could achieve the same overall system availability.
Similarly, it is conceivable that a measure of total system
value, or system worth, might be established, although such
an all inclusive concept has sometimes been compared to the
"universal solvent."
RCA has been using a technique for evaluating the relative
worth of alternative designs which is a step in this direction.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4, wherein cost, range, weight, and
availability are compared for Systems A, B, and C. (The
numbers shown are for illustrative purposes only.) The characteristics are assigned weighting factors between 0 and 1
whose total equals unity. Each system is rated on a normalization curve for each characteristic. The normalization curve
for range is shown in Fig. 5. The total value is the sum of the
products of the individual weights and normalized values:
Where: W , V , = (Weighting factor for cost) x (normalized
value for W , V , ) = (Weighting factor for range) x (normalized value for range) ; W , V , = (Weighting factor for weight)
x (normalized value for weight) ; and W,,V,, = ( Weighting
factor for availability) X (normalized value for availability).
This approach enables comparison of a number of characteristics having different dimensions. It is, of course, critically
dependent on the weights and normalization curves which are
established.
DEVELOPING TRADE-OFFS:

THE "CONCEPT REVIEW"

Normally, value engineering task force operations, in the
classical sense, reach a peak during the early stages of the
RDT&E effort. At this time, established design concepts and
costs provide a base for evaluating the payoffs for further

value improvement. However, the P D P is, in itself, a systemwide value study at an earlier level of flux and technical
uncertainty. In present-day RCA defense projects, this has
led to the use of value-engineering "Concept Reviews," which
are tailored to this early stage. These reviews consider various subsystem approaches and configurations for value-sensitive portions of the system, rather than of all the detailed
hardware elements. The purpose of these reviews is to:
1) Provide communication among specialists whose disciplines are involved in the concept study of each major
subsystem.

2 ) Stimulate interdisciplinary contributions to overall cost
effectiveness with particular reference to producibility.

3 ) Study the initial design concept and initiate interdisciplinary efforts in search of higher value alternatives.
The items to be reviewed are selected and scheduled by a
Value Engineering group, as soon as a coherent presentation
of the initial design concept can be made in terms of sketches,
models. or reports. A task group representing a cross section
of program disciplines is designated by Value Engineering for
each review. (Typically represented are engineering, manufacturing, purchasing, and reliability personnel, with other
pertinent specialists as required.)
The agenda consists of a presentation by the design activity
describing the required function, the proposed concept, the
factors influencing its choice with respect to other alternatives,
and the cost factors. The concept is evaluated with respect to
the interacting needs of the various disciplines and modifications or entirely new approaches are recommended to improve
total value. Subsequent studies are triggered to investigate
promising alternatives. Minutes of the review are issued.
The flexibility for change at this stage of the program permits radical changes in approach with relatively few inhibitions. For example, in one review a subsystem configuration
revealed poor interdisciplinary trade-offs. A superior alternative configuration was devised and the cognizant manager
directed a subsequent detailed study leading to its implementation-all
during the course of a two-hour session. Cost
estimates indicated production savings in excess of $1 million.
CASE STUDY-A

RADAR A N T E N N A TOWER

Functional and cost models of the chart type are being used
in all phases of value engineering effort, but are particularly
apropos during the PDP. They concentrate attention on disproportionate functional and cost parameters and assist in the
analysis of alternatives. They are developed in top-down
breakdown form for any desired level of system study.
Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate functional charts of alternative designs for a radar antenna tower. All functions essential to the
basic function are joined to it by a solid line. Secondary functions are joined to the basic function by a dashed line.
The r*onventional "brute force" design originally contemplated by the specification is shown schematically in Fig. 6.
For electrical reasons, a free-standing tower was thought
necessary, which required a broad-based, costly structure and
foundation. This was further aggravated by the need to withstand winds up to 130 mph and to minimize wind-induced
motion of the antenna. In a conventional design, as shown in

Fig. 6, the basic functions of weight support and resistance to
deflection are borne by the tower structure. The stairshaft
fulfills the secondary function of access via an internal spiral
staircase. All elements of the system are rigidly joined together. (Note that the tower structure accounts for 95% of
the total cost.) The radome is not included in the functional
chart because it represents a constant element, for purposes
of this discussion. The functional diagram is deceptively
simple in that the tower structure performs all of the basic
functions, and most of the total cost is expended for basic
rather than secondary function. The tower cost, however, was
disproportionately high compared to other towers and to the
radar itself, which performed the primary system function.
During the proposal and early contract stages, the RCA
design group carried out an intensive value study of the specification and design concept in close conjunction with customer
personnel. A key element in this process was the value technique of evaluation by comparison. A cost comparison showed
that a typical guyed tower could perform the same function
at approximately one-third the cost of the free-standing tower.
A further study of electrical requirements revealed that this
approach would be acceptable. To eliminate the effect of excessive tower deflection on the antenna, a solution was found
by working with nature instead of fighting it.
The design shown in Fig. 7 achieves higher value by combining functions, separating other functions, and changing
the character of the required functions as follows:

1) Two functions are combined in the stairshaft; that is,
support the radar (2.1) and provide access ( 2 . 4 ) . It is
designed as an independent free-standing tube with no
attachments to the rest of the structure.

2 ) T o shield the antenna and its support from wind effects,
the tower structure surrounds it and is covered with a
siding. The tower structure still combines two functions,
but they have changed their character. It supports
weight, but only that of the radome ( 2 . 2 ) . Instead of
resisting wind deflection (as in 1.2), it now provides
shelter (2.3). It may deflect within limits as constrained
by the guy wires without impairing radar function. This
eliminates the need for the previous massive structure
and provides the largest cost reduction. Note that the
support of the two major weights, antenna and radome,
is now accomplished by the stairshaft and tower structure, respectively, which are independent of each other.
This new design provides the functions required at one-third
of the anticipated cost. This is an example of sound, valueconscious engineering applied in a coordinated effort by RCA
and the customer. The specification changes required for its
implementation have been approved as a value engineering
change proposal and the savings will be shared by the government and RCA. (See Fig. 8.)
CONCLUSION

The inherent value-orientation of the PDP has stimulated the
projection of value studies into the earlier stages of program
development. I t has also had the effect of extending the application of value concepts throughout all other program
disciplines.
The P D P system has effected a significant breakthrough

in the application of value concepts. It has helped to break
through the "performance-orientation barrier" and put value
analysis into official government contracting policy. In effect,
it requires that we ask-realistically-of each project: What
is it? What does it do? What does it cost? What else will
do the job? What will that cost? g h a t is the "best choice"?
This might be called cost effectiveness, or value engineering,
or systems engineering, or operational analysis, or just plain,
good, old-fashioned engineering. But it is not just one or the
other of these; it is all of them, and more.
The most significant aspect of the PDP process is that it
requires the application of total value concepts throughout
the entire spectrum of management and engineering operations at the earliest possible stage. Each project activity must
value-engineer its contribution. As a result, the effectiveness
of all disciplines has been broadened.
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